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Topics for today…
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Announcement

Quiz #3 : Friday, Feb 16th

Guest Speaker #1 : Friday, Feb 16th

Measurement: Constructs Development
– Scale Development

– Common Response Formats
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Class Participation
Student ID Week 1&2 Week 3 Week 4 Sum Final

278597 0.5 1 0.5 2 0.7

278427 0.5 2 0.5 3 1

371081 0.5 1 1 2.5 0.85
270621 4 2 5 11 3.4
277284 0.5 1 0.5 2 0.7

293041 0.5 2 3 5.5 1.75

340665 2 5 4 11 3.4

289035 2 1 0.5 3.5 1.15

294674 2 1 3 6 1.9

281326 3 2 2 7 2.2

269236 1 1 2 4 1.3

192342 3 1 3 7 2.2

344449 4 4 1 9 2.8

272777 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.5 0.55

355467 1 2 1 4 1.3

200991 0.5 0 0 0.5 0.25

298892 0.5 2 1 3.5 1.15

276053 3 3 2 8 2.5

293957 0.5 1 0.5 2 0.7

149244 1 1 0.5 2.5 0.85

275716 0.5 0 0.5 1 0.4

268755 0.5 2 0.5 3 1

281724 2 1 1 4 1.3

292890 1 2 1 4 1.3

276495 0.5 0 1 1.5 0.55

384988 2 0.5 0.5 3 1

282374 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.5 0.55

367006 1 2 2 5 1.6

274159 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.5 0.55

276630 1 1 1 3 1

297190 1 2 0.5 3.5 1.15

335231 4 0.5 2 6.5 2.05

342029 4 3 2 9 2.8

279926 4 5 5 14 4.3

187536 1 1 2 4 1.3



Questionnaire
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Much of the data in Marketing Research is gathered using
questionnaires or interviews.

The validity of the results depends on the quality of these
instruments.



Questionnaire
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Questionnaire: 

A formal framework consisting of a set of questions and 

scales designed to generate primary raw data

Functions of a Questionnaire

Translates the research objectives into specific
questions

Standardizes those questions and the response
categories

Fosters cooperation and motivation

Can speed up the process of data analysis

Can serve as the basis for reliability and validity
measures

Good questionnaires are difficult to construct.
Bad questionnaires are difficult to analyze.

Notes



Suppose you develop a scale for the construct ‘technical capability’. You
define technical capability as a consumer’s ability to solve issues with a
product on their own, without contacting customer service.

“How often do you explore solutions to a problem with a product on your own?”

Scale Development Example

Scale Measurement

Marketing Research

So you have come up with your questions. But is this a good scale?



Quality aims in survey research
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Goal is to collect information that is:

• Valid:  measures the quantity or concept that is supposed to be measured

• Reliable:  measures the quantity or concept in a consistent or reproducible 
manner

Questions should be :

Unbiased: measures the quantity or concept in a

way that does not systematically under- or

overestimate the true value

Discriminating: can distinguish adequately

between respondents for whom the underlying

level of the quantity or concept is different

Notes





Evaluating Measurement Scales

Scale Reliability – Refers to the extent to which a scale can

produce the same or similar measurement results in repeated trials.

• Measure of consistency in measurement

Marketing Research

Techniques that help scale reliability:

– Test-retest

– Equivalent form

– Internal Consistency



Test-Retest
Administer scale to either the same respondents at a significantly later
time, or to a completely new set of respondents from the same
population

If there are very few variations between the two sets of responses, then the
scale will be thought of as stable and reliable.

Evaluating Measurement Scales

Marketing Research



Test-Retest
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Questionnaire 2/05
___  I feel I do not have much proud of
___  On the whole, I am satisfied with myself
___  I certainly feel useless at times
___  At times I think I am no good at all
___  I have a number of good qualities
___  I am able to do things as well as others

4

2
4

1
4
3

Questionnaire 2/12
___  I feel I do not have much proud of
___  On the whole, I am satisfied with myself
___  I certainly feel useless at times
___  At times I think I am no good at all
___  I have a number of good qualities
___  I am able to do things as well as others

4
4
1
1
4
4

Sticky notes

Test-Retest Reliability
The extent to which scores on the same

measured variable correlate with each

other on two different measurements

given at two different time.
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Administer our scale of technical

adaptability to students today, and again

after a month to see if there is consistent

measurement.

– You might not get the same respondents in your second trial
(impractical)

– People might become sensitive to the scale and not respond
accurately second time round

– People’s attitudes and behaviors might change between the two
trials

Some issues… Example



Equivalent Form Technique

Create two similar versions of the same scale (change the
wording).

Administer both versions to either the same sample or a two
different samples from the same population.

Measure whether there is high correlation between the two.

Evaluating Measurement Scales

However, different versions may not always
be identical.

Might not be worth the time and cost to
administer two versions of the same scale.

Both test-retest and equivalent form
techniques are not time efficient and cost
effective techniques of determining
reliability.

Some issues…

Marketing Research



Internal Consistency

Determining a scale’s Internal consistency is a popular approach by
researchers to quickly determine a scale’s reliability.

Internal consistency: The degree to which the individual questions of a
construct are correlated. (i.e. are they actually related to each other?)

Evaluating Measurement Scales

Marketing Research

Split-half test

Coefficient alpha

Popular Techniques



Evaluating Measurement Scales
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The split-half method measures the extent to 

which all parts of the test contribute equally to 

what is being measured.

This is done by comparing the results of one half 

of a test with the results from the other half.

A test can be split in half in several ways, e.g. 

first half and second half, or by odd and even 

numbers. 

If the two halves of the test provide similar 

results this would suggest that the test has 

internal reliability.

Split-half method
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The most popular technique for internal consistency is using Cronbach’s

alpha.

– It splits the scale into all possible halves (e.g. Q1, Q2 and Q3, Q4 or Q1, Q3

and Q2, Q4 and so on..)

– These halves are correlated against each other to assess internal consistency.

– Cronbach’s alpha has a value of between 0 and 1. A value of 0.7 and greater is

considered acceptable.

Evaluating Measurement Scales



Evaluating Measurement Scales

Scale validity - Assesses whether a scale measures what it is

supposed to measure

Marketing Research



Face Validity
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Face validity: refers to whether an indicator seems to be a reasonable measure 

of its underlying construct “on its face”
• The frequency of one’s attendance at religious services seems to make sense as an indication of a 

person’s religiosity without a lot of explanation. Hence this indicator has face validity. 

• Number of books being checked out of an office library as a measure of employee morale, then such a 

measure would probably lack face validity because it does not seem to make much sense.

Looks Good To Me

It looks OK

Looks to measure what it is supposed to measure

Look at items for appropriateness

Least scientific validity measure



Face Validity

‘Propensity towards violence and aggression’

which ones qualify to measure the variable of interest:

– Have you been arrested?
– Have you been involved in physical fighting?
– Do you get angry easily?
– Do you sleep with your socks on?
– Is it hard to control your anger?
– Do you enjoy playing sports?

260
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Content Validity
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Content validity is an assessment of how well a set of scale items matches

with the relevant content domain of the construct that it is trying to measure.

“satisfaction with restaurant service,” asking questions about :
A. the quality of food

B. courtesy of wait staff

C. duration of wait

D. the overall ambience of the restaurant (i.e., whether it is noisy, smoky, etc.), 

then for adequate content validity, this construct should be measured using indicators

that examine the extent to which a restaurant patron is satisfied with the quality of food,

courtesy of wait staff, the length of wait, and the restaurant’s ambience.



Criteria for Scale Development
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–Understanding of the questions

–Discriminatory power of scale descriptors

–Balanced versus unbalanced scales

–Forced or non-forced choice scales
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Understanding of the questions

–Intellectual capacity and language ability of respondents

–Appropriate language must be used in both questions and
the answers

–Simple sentence construction improve understanding
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Discriminatory Power of Descriptors

Discriminatory power: scale's ability to differentiate
between the scale responses (points)

You must decide how many scale points are necessary

On a scale from 1-3, please indicate how

satisfied you are with the Moore cafeteria

1 = not satisfied at all, and 3 = very satisfied.

On a scale from 1-20, please indicate how

satisfied you are with the Moore cafeteria

1 = not satisfied at all, and 20 = very

satisfied.



Balanced vs. Unbalanced scales
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– A balanced scale has an equal number of positive (favorable)

and negative (unfavorable) response alternatives.

– An unbalanced scale has a large number of either positive or

negative responses.
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The new Facebook layout is

____ Extremely good

____ Very good

____ Good

____ Bad

____ Very bad

____ Extremely bad

The new Facebook layout is

____ Good

____ Somewhat bad

____ Bad

____ Very bad

____ Extremely bad

____ Most extremely bad

Balanced Scale Unbalanced Scale

Balanced vs. Unbalanced scales

– A balanced scale has an equal number

of positive (favorable) and negative

(unfavorable) response alternatives.

– An unbalanced scale has a large

number of either positive or negative

responses.
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Balanced vs. Unbalanced scales

How satisfied are you with the picture

quality of your TV?

1=Dissatisfied

2=Slightly Satisfied

3=Generally satisfied

4=Completely Satisfied
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Forced vs. Non-forced scales

Scales where you do not have neutral descriptors to divide
the positive and negative answers is referred to as a forced
choice scale

It is forced because the respondent can only select either a
positive or a negative answer.



Forced vs. Non-forced scales
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When you have neutral descriptors such as “Neither

Disagree or Agree” it is an unforced choice scale.
On a scale from 1-7, please indicate how satisfied

you are with the Columbia air quality

1 = not at all satisfied, and 7 = very satisfied.

On a scale from 1-6, please indicate how satisfied

you are with the Columbia air quality

1 = not at all satisfied, and 6 = very satisfied.



Question Formats
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Unstructured questions:

Open-ended questions formatted to allow respondents to

reply in their own words

Unstructured questions are inefficient from a data analysis point of view

– Takes a long time to code them

– “Interviewer” bias, "articulate" bias

– Respondents often skip open-ended questions as they require more thinking and 

effort.



Question Formats
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Structured questions: Closed-ended questions that require

the respondent to choose from a predetermined set of

responses or scale points.

– Structured questions are much easier to analyze.

– They are efficient for both respondents and researchers.



Scaling Techniques
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Likert
Semantic 

Differential
Stapel

Scaling Techniques

Non comparative ScalesComparative Scales

Paired Comparison Rank Order Constant Sum Q-Sort and Other 

Procedures

Continuous Rating 

Scales
Itemized Rating Scales



(Non)comparative Rating Scales
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Noncomparative rating scales:
A scale format that requires a judgment without reference to another
object, person, or concept

Comparative Rating Scales
Requires a judgment comparing one object, person, or concept against
another on the scale



Scaling Techniques
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Likert
Semantic 

Differential
Stapel

Scaling Techniques

Non comparative ScalesComparative Scales

Paired Comparison Rank Order Constant Sum
Graphic rating 

scales

Continuous Rating 

Scales
Itemized Rating Scales



Comparative Rating Scales
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Constant-sum scales: Require the respondent to allocate a given number of
points, usually 100, among each separate attribute or feature relative to all
the other listed ones.

Allocate 100 points among the following features of your phone to represent
their importance:

__ Call quality, __ Web browser, __ Touch keyboard, __ Design, __Weight,
__ Color

Example



Comparative Rating Scales
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Examples

Rank-order scales: These allow respondents to compare their own

responses by indicating their first, second, third, and fourth

preferences, and so forth.



Comparative Rating Scales
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Paired Comparison : a respondent is presented with two objects

and asked to select one according to some criterion.

The data obtained are ordinal in nature.

Paired comparison scaling is the most widely-used

comparative scaling technique.
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Graphic rating scales

A scale measure that uses a scale point format that presents the

respondent with some type of graphic continuum as the set of

possible raw responses to a given question

Single-item scale: A scale format that
collects data about only one attribute of an
object or construct (e.g. age)

Multiple-item scale: A scale format that
simultaneously collects data on several
attributes of an object or construct. (e.g.
service quality has many dimensions so will
be a multiple-item scale).

Notes



Scaling Techniques
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Likert
Semantic 

Differential
Stapel

Scaling Techniques

Non comparative ScalesComparative Scales

Paired Comparison Rank Order Constant Sum
Graphic rating 

scales

Continuous Rating 

Scales
Itemized Rating Scales



Non-comparative Rating Scales
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– The objective is to have a respondent express his/her

attitudes, behavior, or intention about specific object

without making reference to another object

– In non-comparative scales, each object is scaled

independently of the others.

– The resulting data are generally assumed to be interval

or ratio scaled.

Non-comparative techniques consist of

continuous and itemized rating scales.

Requires a judgment without reference to

another object, person, or concept

Notes



Continuous Rating Scale
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Respondents rate the objects by placing a mark at the appropriate

position on a line that runs from one extreme of the criterion

variable to the other.
treated as interval

scoring can be problematic 
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Itemized Rating Scales

–The respondents are provided with categories.

–The respondents are required to select the specified
category that best describes the object being rated.

–The commonly used itemized rating scales are the
Likert, semantic differential, and Stapel scales.



Scaling Techniques
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Likert
Semantic 

Differential
Stapel

Scaling Techniques

Non comparative ScalesComparative Scales

Paired Comparison Rank Order Constant Sum
Graphic rating 

scales

Continuous Rating 

Scales
Itemized Rating Scales
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Itemized Rating Scales

–Likert Scale

–Semantic Differential Scale

–Stapel Scale
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Likert Scale

Asks respondents to indicate the extent to which they

agree or disagree with a series of behavioral belief

statements about a given object

Example



Likert Scale
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– Easy to use & easy to code

– Useful in statistical analyses

– Usually treated as interval level

– Only use for statements that ask for degree of

agreement



Likert Scale
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Scales where you do not have neutral

descriptors such as “Neither Disagree or

Agree” is a forced choice scale.

When you have neutral descriptors, it is an

unforced choice scale.

Review
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Semantic Differential Scale

A semantic differential scale is a unique bipolar interval scale
format that captures a person’s attitudes and/or feelings about a
given object

Bipolar scales:

like/dislike, high quality/ low quality etc.
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Measuring Self- Concepts, Person Concepts, and Product Concepts

1) Rugged :---:---:---:---:---:---:---: Delicate

2) Excitable :---:---:---:---:---:---:---: Calm

3) Uncomfortable :---:---:---:---:---:---:---: Comfortable

4) Dominating :---:---:---:---:---:---:---: Submissive

5) Thrifty :---:---:---:---:---:---:---: Indulgent

6) Pleasant :---:---:---:---:---:---:---: Unpleasant

7) Contemporary :---:---:---:---:---:---:---: Obsolete

8) Organized :---:---:---:---:---:---:---: Unorganized

9) Rational :---:---:---:---:---:---:---: Emotional

10) Youthful :---:---:---:---:---:---:---: Mature

11) Formal :---:---:---:---:---:---:---: Informal

12) Orthodox :---:---:---:---:---:---:---: Liberal

13) Complex :---:---:---:---:---:---:---: Simple

14) Colorless :---:---:---:---:---:---:---: Colorful

15) Modest :---:---:---:---:---:---:---: Vain

Scales where you do not have neutral

descriptors such as “Neither Disagree or

Agree” is a forced choice scale.

When you have neutral descriptors, it is an

unforced choice scale.

Review



Stapel Scale

– The Stapel scale is a unipolar rating scale with ten categories
numbered from -5 to +5, without a neutral point (zero).

– This scale is usually presented vertically.

– Modified Semantic Differential
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Differences:

1. adjectives are used once

2. each point is a number

3. ten points instead of seven



Stapel Scale
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Non-comparative techniques consist of

continuous and itemized rating scales.

Requires a judgment without reference to

another object, person, or concept

Review
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Behavioral Intention Scale

A behavioral intention scale is a special type of rating scale designed to capture the
likelihood that people will demonstrate some type of predictable behavior intent toward
purchasing an object or service in a future time frame If you were in the market for a tablet, how

likely are you to buy each of the following

brands?

Microsoft

(Would definitely buy, Probably, Probably Not,

Would definitely not)

Samsung

(Would definitely buy, Probably, Probably Not,

Would definitely not)


